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Abstract

Two schemes for processing signals obtained from the Doppler global

velocimeter are described. The analog approach is a simple, real time

method for obtaining an RS -170 video signal containing the normalized

intensity image. Pseudo colors are added using a monochromatic frame

grabber producing a standard NTSC video signal that can be monitored

and/or recorded. The digita l approach is more compl icated, but

maintains the full resolution of the acquisit ion cameras with the

capabilities to correct the signal image for pixel sensitivity variations

and to remove of background light. Prototype circuits for each scheme

are described and example results from the investigation of the vortical

flow field above a 75-degree delta wing presented.

Introduction

The use of high lift devices to increase the performance envelope of

advanced aircraft results in flow fields comprised of vortical and

reversed flows with turbulent separations interacting with lift and

control surfaces. These complicated flows are difficult to measure and

as yet have not been modeled using computational fluid dynamics

(CFD). In order to develop code necessary to descr ibe the f low,

e spe c i a l l y t ime dependen t mode l i ng , i n s t rumenta t i on mus t be

developed to be capable of measuring the flow without influencing it.

This requirement disqualifies all probe measurements. Not only are

they incapable of measuring reversed or highly turbulent flow, they

influence the flow causing vortex movement around the probe or even



premature vortex bursting. ptical techniques such as fringe type laser

velocimetry will not influence the flow and are capable of measuring the

full three-component velocity vector. Fringe type laser velocimeters

have been used to measure such complicated flows as helicopter rotor

inflows, leading edge vortices from delta wings, and Taylor-G rtler

vortices within laminar boundary layers in wind tunnels . These

measurements have greatly increased the understanding of these flow

phenomena and serve as databases for the development and verification

of CFD codes. A disadvantage of this point measurement technique is

the length of time necessary to obtain measurements over a detailed

grid needed to characterize the flow field. In response to this problem, a

new class of laser velocimetry techniques is being developed—Global
Velocimetry . The first technique developed in this class was particle

image velocimetry. This technique uses a photographic camera to

obtain a double exposure of the particle field within the flow using a

pulsed laser light sheet. While this technique obtains simultaneous

measurement of velocities over the viewing area, it has four drawbacks

limited viewing area (typically x 5inches), limited to two velocity

component measurements , d i rec t iona l ambigu i ty, and long data

processing times. Although these drawbacks may be reduced, or in some

c a s e s e v e n e l i m i n a t e d w i t h f u r t h e r r e s e a r c h , a n ew g l o b a l

technique—Doppler Global Velocimetry— is being developed which has

the advantage of particle image velocimetry without its drawbacks.

The Basic Principle

In the manner of the original laser velocimeter developed by Yeh and

Cummins, reference 1, Doppler global velocimetry (DGV) utilizes the

shift in frequency imposed on light scattered from a particle passing

through a laser beam by the Doppler effect to determine the velocity of

the particle. The propagation direction of the laser beam, , and the

viewing direction, , determine the direction where a motion produces

the Doppler shift. This direction is the vectorial difference between

and , that is - . As shown in figure 1, the measurement

also be found by determining the vector perpendicular to the bisector of

vectors and lying within the plane defined by the vectors

Thus for a general flow velocity vector V , the shift in frequency, ∆ν , of
the collected scattered laser light is dependent on the vectorial dot

product between the velocity vector V and the measurement vector -

as shown in equation 1

∆ν
ν

=
− ⋅

o

c

( ) V
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where ν
o
is the optical frequency of the laser light sheet and c is the

speed of light. The dependence on this vectorial relationship allows the

measurement of other velocity components by choosing various viewing

directions and/or laser propagation directions.

Yeh and Cummins, reference 1, viewed the scattered light from particles

passing through the waist of a focused laser beam using the optical

arrangement shown in figure 2. The collected scattered light was placed

c o l l i n e a r w i t h a p o r t i o n o f t h e l a s e r b e am and d i r e c t e d t o a

photomultiplier. The two light waves heterodyne on the photocathode

sur fa ce y i e ld ing an e l e c t ron i c s i gna l conta in ing the d i f f e rence

frequency, ∆υ , defined in equation 1. The Doppler frequency can then be

measured using a spectrum analyzer or osci l loscope, or special ly

designed instrumentation for laser velocimetry applications such as a

f r equency t r a ck e r, r e f e r en c e 2 , o r h i gh - s p e ed bur s t c oun t e r s ,

references 3 - 5. sing the heterodyne technique to obtain the Doppler

frequency cannot be extended to global measurements s ince the

allowable acceptance angle to maintain the heterodyne process is too

limited, reference 6.

Direct measurement of the Doppler shift in the scattered light was

a t t emp t e d b y S e l f i n 1 7 , r e f e r e n c e 7 , u s i n g a Fab r y - P

interferometer. This approach was necessary since the high velocity in

th is research induced a Doppler f requency above the frequency

response of a photomultiplier. While the interferometer provided

acceptable results for this specific application, its limited acceptance

angle prohibits extension to global measurements.

I n s t e a d o f a Fab r y -Pe r o t i n t e r f e r ome t e r, S e i l e r and S ru l i e s ,

reference , used a Michelson interferometer in an attempt to directly

measure the Doppler frequency. Not only were they successful, they

were able to generate global measurements of the flow producing

pictures of fringe maps of constant phase shift between the direct and

time delayed collected scattered light. These fringes indicate locations

where the Doppler shifts in the scattered light are multiples of the phase

delay in the interferometer. The difficulty in maintaining alignment of

the interferometer and the still relatively narrow acceptance angle

limit the application of this technique.

Departing from interferometric approaches, omine,et al , reference ,

used the absorption properties of molecular Iodine to serve as an optical

frequency discriminator to develop the Doppler global velocimeter. An

Argon ion laser operating in single-line mode at 51 .5 nm is tuned (by

tilting the intercavity etalon) to an optical frequency corresponding to a

point midway along the edge of an absorption l ine of the Iodine

absorption line filter (ALF), figure 3. Collected scattered light from a



stationary ob ect or cloud of particles will be attenuated by 50 percent as

it passes through the ALF. If the ob ect or particle cloud is moving, the

attenuation through the ALF will increase (or decrease, depending on

the direction of movement) by an amount proportional to the Doppler

shift. y using the ALF as a filter for a CCD camera, an entire laser light

sheet can be viewed and the velocity field determined.

In practice, particle size distribution and number density, and the laser

light sheet intensity profile are other factors influencing the amount of

collected scattered light reaching the viewing camera. If a second

camera, without an ALF, views the same scene, its output can be used as

a reference to normalize the viewing camera signal, thus minimizing

these influences. The arrangement of the cameras and associated optics

are shown in figure . ther influences from nonuniform optic

elements and variations in pixel sensitivities in the CCD cameras are

removed using pixel-by-pixel calibration ratios.

Signal Processing

The removal of influences on the collected scattered light from sources

other than the ALF requires both the signal and reference cameras to

view the same portion of the light sheet on a pixel basis for exactly the

same period of time. This necessitates precise optical alignment and

timing control of the two cameras. The acquired images must maintain

their synchronization as they are transferred to the signal processor for

normalization. Signal processing and ad ustment for other influences

on the signal image were performed using both analog and digital

approaches.

Camera alignment begins by placing a lined target in the measurement

plane and viewing both the signal camera and processed signal images.

The signal camera and lens are ad usted to obtain the desired image.

The reference camera is then ad usted spatially, its lens focus and

magnification ad usted, and the directing mirror ad usted for pan

tilt to minimize the line visibility on the target in the processed signal

image. Minimizing the visibility of the lines places the cameras in the

required alignment. Ideally the lines should vanish, but manufacturing

variations in the construction of the CCD elements prevent perfect

optical al ignment. lectronic al ignment between two cameras is

normal ly obta ined by using the internal hor izonta l and vert ica l

synchronization clocks from one camera to drive the second. However,

t h e s e c ond c ame r a w i l l b e on e f r ame b eh i nd wh i c h p r oh i b i t s

simultaneous acquisition of light by corresponding pixels. Therefore,

the internal pixel clocks were disabled and an external synchronization

circuit used to simultaneously drive both cameras. This optical and



e l e c t r o n i c a l i g nmen t a s s u r e s s imu l t a n e o u s i n t e r r o g a t i o n o f

corresponding pixels in each camera to obtain identical views in time

and space of the light scattered from particles passing through the light

sheet.

Standard video frame grabbers are capable of acquiring images from

more than one camera only through the use of video multiplexers. The

requirement of simultaneous image acquisition by two cameras in DGV

applications cannot be accomplished using multiplexers, thus the

development of custom signal processing hardware is necessary. The

approach used by omine,et al , reference , was to develop an analog

divider circuit capable of normalizing the signal camera output by the

reference camera output in real time. Although the circuit details were

not presented in reference , the simplicity of this approach and its real

time capabilities made it attractive to develop. The standard RS -170

signal from each camera must be stripped of its embedded retrace

synchronization pulse to prepare the signal for the analog divider.

Further, the reference signal must be tested for minimum amplitude to

avoid division by zero. If the reference signal is too low, a full scale

voltage is switched to the divider producing a zero level output thus

avoiding the condition where zero is divided by zero. The retrace

synchronization pulse from the signal camera is then added to the

normalized signal to again produce a standard RS -170 video signal. A

block diagram of this circuit is shown in figure 5. The normalized video

signal is then acquired by a standard frame grabber which adds pseudo

colors to more easily visualize the measured velocity. The colored signal

is converted to standard NTSC color video for output to a video monitor

and recording on a -MATIC video recorder.

Although the analog circuit has the distinct advantages of simplicity

and real t ime capabi l i t ies , i t has several disadvantages . Circuit

elements to provide an invalid measurement indication for pixels

receiving too little or too much scattered light will greatly complicate

the circuit. These elements must also be specifically ad usted to provide

the proper values for the attached cameras. Ad ustments to each camera

output signal to account for the addition of background light cannot be

made. Ad ustments to the normalization results to account for pixel

sens i t i v i ty var ia t ions in each camera must be made wi th in the

controlling computer, thus prohibiting real time operation. The greater

signal processing flexibility needed to provide these capabilities can

only be obtained using digital circuitry.

A specialized dual frame grabber was designed with the specific purpose

of acquiring synchronized images from two cameras. A block diagram of

the proposed system is shown in figure 6. The synchronized image from

each camera is dig i t ized by its respect ive -b i t analog-to-d ig i ta l



converter (ADC) which is operated at 10 MHz to obtain 512 x 512 pixel

image mappings. Since the ADCs are bit, there are 256 possible values

and 256 or 65,536 possible results from the normalization operation.

Therefore, the most time efficient method of dividing the signal image

by the reference image is to use a lookup table containing all possible

quotients. The signal ADC provides the row address and the reference

ADC provides the column address to select the appropriate cell within

the lookup table containing the normalized result. There are several

other advantages of using a lookup table to determine the normalization

result. Cells representing conditions where the signal is greater than

the reference, low signal levels, low and high reference levels can be

loaded wi th fu l l s ca le va lues ind i ca t ing improper measurement

conditions. Since CCD cameras integrate incoming light in a linear

manner until it is output, constant background illumination can be

removed using the following technique. With the flow off (or the

particle generator turned off if the light sheet is moved during testing),

s i gna l and r e f e r en c e image s a r e a cqu i r ed and pa s s ed w i thou t

normalization to the computer. ach image ensemble is then averaged

to obtain the background illumination level for its respective camera. A

new normalization array is calculated with the respective background

illumination levels subtracted from the numerator and denominator for

each cell prior to division. For example, assume the average background

illuminations from the signal and reference cameras are the values 20

and 25, respectively. The numerators representing the signal level

(initially matching the row numbers in the table) are lowered by 20.

Table rows with addresses of 20 or less are loaded with full scale values

ind i ca t ing an improper measurement cond i t i on . L ikewi se , the

denominators representing the reference level (initially matching the

column numbers in the table) are lowered by 25. Table columns with

addresses of 25 or less are also loaded with full scale values. Placement

of full scale values in cells with column addresses of 250 or greater

indicates saturation of the reference signal. Full scale values placed in

ce l l s where the s igna l i s greater than the re ference represents

inappropriate conditions. The remaining cells are loaded with values

obtained by solving the following equation

Cell Value
Signal Value

Reference Value
=

−
−

255 20

25

( )

(2)

The value of 255 in equation (2) is used to provide the maximum

accuracy obtainable from an -bit lookup table.

Ad ustments to the normalized data for the removal of pixel sensitivity

variat ions in each camera can be made within the digita l s ignal

processor instead of the controlling computer as required with the

analog approach. A second lookup table containing the mapping of the



pixel sensitivity ratio of the reference camera sensitivity divided by the

signal camera sensitivity for each of the 512 x 512 camera elements is

sequentially addressed using the camera synchronization signal as the

clock. The table address is set behind the camera pixel address to

account for circuit timing delays as the data passes through the ADCs

and the normalization lookup table. Thus, as the data reaches the

multiplier from the normalization lookup table, figure 6, the sensitivity

ca l ibrat ion for that pixe l pa ir is s imultaneously avai lable . The

corrected data can then be converted to an analog NTSC signal with

pseudo color for real t ime monitor ing and video storage , and/or

transferred in digital form to the controlling computer for storage.

A prototype dual frame grabber was constructed to encompass the

elements of the digital system up to the multiplier shown in figure 6.

The system, shown in figure 7, was designed to transfer the lookup table

output directly to the controlling computer. It was also equipped with

sufficient storage to hold the images from both cameras allowing their

transfer to the computer for cross checking of system operation. In this

f irst effort , the data transfer was kept simple by using standard

microprocessor controlled I -

data acquisition and normalization operated in real time, the transfer of

data to the computer required approximately 20 seconds.

Proof-of-Concept Wind Tunnel Experiment

The Doppler global velocimeter was tested in the asic Aerodynamic

Research Tunnel ( ART) to determine if the technique was applicable

to wind tunnel flow field investigations. The vortical velocity field

above a 75-degree delta wing was chosen as the test flow since five-hole

probe and fringe-type laser velocimeter investigations of the flow had

been previously conducted in the tunnel, references 10 and 11. These

measurements will be used as comparative standards to determine the

capabilities of the DGV. The model was placed at an angle of attack of

20.5 degrees to obtain a stable vortical flow. The DGV optical system

was configured as shown in figure with the laser light sheet placed

normal to the surface of the model. The receiver optical system was

placed in forward scatter, rotated 53 degrees from the propagation

direction of the laser beam in the horizontal plane. A view of the

illuminated vortical flow from the camera position is shown in figure .

This optical configuration measured the velocity along the direction

26.5 degrees from the streamwise direction in the horizontal plane. The

flow was seeded using the propylene glycol vaporization/condensation

generator normally used for light sheet flow visualization in ART,

reference 10. A typical data acquisition consisted of acquiring ten



images using the digital dual frame grabber and five minutes of real

time data using the analog signal processor.

The ability of the DGV to measure flow velocities can be illustrated by

selecting a test condition. The tunnel dynamic pressure was set to

3. 7 N/mand the model angle of attack ad usted to 20.5 degrees. The

laser light sheet was placed perpendicular to the model at the 70 percent

chord location. An example of the data obtained from the DGV using the

digital circuitry is shown by the single frame presented in figure . An

example of data obtained using the analog approach is shown by the

single frame presented in figure 10. The images have not been spatially

rotated to remove the perspective view of the light sheet as shown in

figure nor has any attempt been made to smooth the measurement

noise or to remove the reflection of the light sheet from the model.

Comparat ive data obtained from three component measurements

resolved along the DGV measurement direction using the five-hole

probe and laser velocimeter are shown in figures 11 and 12 respectively.

The asymmetry of the velocity contours is due to the inclusion of a

po r t i on o f t h e v o r t i c a l r o t a t i on , s i n 26 . 5 d e g r e e s , w i t h i n th e

measurement direction. The data indicate that velocity at the top of the

left vortex should match the bottom of the right with the flow next to the

wing being slightly higher due to flow compression. The top of the right

vortex should likewise match the bottom of the left. This pattern is

clearly illustrated in the single frame DGV results, figures and 10. The

velocity characteristics of the vortex flow can be seen by viewing the

normalized signal amplitude (inversely proportional to velocity) profile

measured by the DGV (digital processing, figure ) through the center of

the two vortices, figure 13. (Recall that the normalization circuit is

programmed to drive the normalized signal amplitude to full scale if the

signal amplitude is below the camera threshold or the scattered light

saturates the reference camera.) The high frequency oscillations in the

profi le are due to sensitivity variations in the CCD elements and

element spacing differences between the two cameras. Averaging ten

frames of data minimizes variations in velocity from turbulence or

electronic noise leaving the fixed sensitivity variations visualized in the

profile through the center of the vortices in figure 1 . If the profile is

high pass filtered, the variation due to pixel sensitivities can be isolated

and used to develop a calibration to remove the variations. Following

convers ion to ve loc i ty o f the prof i l e in f igure 13 , the resu l t ing

calibration was applied yielding the profile in figure 15. Comparing the

velocity profile with the data obtained with the five-hole probe and laser

velocimeter indicates proper trends near the vortex core. However, the

velocities near the outward edges of the vortices do not appear to be

reasonable. These trends may result if the laser frequency is placed too

near the nonlinear portion of the absorption line of the ALF.



Summary

The Doppler global velocimeter has been presented and shown to have

the potential to provide global, multicomponent measurements in real

time. mphasis has been placed on the development of signal processing

schemes to normalize the signal camera image with the reference

camera image. The analog approach was described and shown to provide

a s imple method for rea l t ime s igna l process ing . However, i t s

limitations in signal correction necessitated the development of the

digital dual frame grabber as the primary signal processing approach.

xample data obtained by the DGV of the vortical flow above a 75-degree

delta wing have been presented and compared with previous five-hole

probe and fringe-type laser velocimeter data.
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Figure 1.- Determination of measured velocity component direction based on light

sheet propagation and receiver location.

Figure 2.- Diagram of a forward-scatter, reference beam laser velocimeter.
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Figure .- ransfer function of the odine absorption line fil ter ,

Figure .- raphical representation of the Doppler global velocimeter in the

erodynamic esearch unnel,
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Figure .- loc diagram of the analog normali ation cir

signal image by the reference image in real t ime.

Figure .- loc diagram of the digital dual frame grabber for ac

processing the images from the reference and signal cameras.
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Figure .- hotograph of the prototype digital dual frame grabber.

Figure .- iew of the laser light sheet above the delta wing from the receiver

optics location.



Figure .- ingle frame velocity contour map of the vorte flow fi

delta wing at 2 .
o
angle of attac , velocity component is 2 .

o
from the

streamwise direction in the hori ontal plane

�D measurements using digital signal processor.

Figure 1 .- ingle frame velocity contour map of the vorte flow f

delta wing at 2 .
o
angle of attac , velocity component is 2 .

o
from the

streamwise direction in the hori ontal plane

�D measurements using analog signal processor.



Figure 11.- elocity contour map of the vorte flow field above a delta wing at

2 .
o
angle of attac , velocity component is 2 .

o
from the streamwise

direction in the hori ontal plane� -hole probe measurements.

Figure 12.- elocity contour map of the vorte flow field above a delta wing at

2 .
o
angle of attac , velocity component is 2 .

o
from the streamwise

direction in the hori ontal plane� laser velocimeter measurements.
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Figure 1 .- ignal camera and reference camera signals and their ratio along

hori ontal l ine passing through the center of the vortices, single frame.

Figure 1 .- ormali ed signal amplitude along a hori on

the center of the vortices, average of 1 frames.
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Figure 1 .- ormali ed signal amplitude with sensit ivity variations re

a hori ontal l ine passing through the center of the vortices, single frame.
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